
Scheda tencia –Cheese  n. 1/05-03 

INVIOLABILITY The ultrasound welding is guaranteed for any kind of material: 
-. String even wet 
-. Plastic or cotton netting 
-. Bag of any kind of material 
ItaSystem tags can’t unfasten from the product, avoiding 
fines by the sanitary authority. 

 
APPLICATION Lillosigillo is applied in production, directly on fresh product  or 

like the sealing of the bags in plastic or net.  
Then the product follow its natural productive cycle and the tag 
doesn’t get altered anymore, neither in the washing 
process, smoke cure, wax process,  till getting on the  
table of the final consumer. 

 
METALDECTOR Lillosigillo is made by plastic therefore don’t put into action the 

metaldector. 
 
TRACEABILITY AND During production, it’s possible to write directly on fresh product  
INFORMATION all traceability information. 
 It’s possible to write, up to 12 codes,  to identify: 

- The supplier lot of milk 
- The operator who worked that lot 
- The working shift 

 
FLEXIBILITY OF The information management (production date, expiry date, 
THIS SYSTEM lot) is made easily through the rotating rubber stamp which 

makes an immediate information change. 
 The same tag can be used for more products because is 

possible to print the product name during the sealing, 
making easy even the warehouse management. 

 
INKS The printing comes through ink, certified for the food industry, 

instantly dry. 
             
FORMATS Lillosigillo it’s available in four formats: 
 MINI – MAXI – XXL - JUMBO 

Tags are supplied in cartridges previously  
welded therefore there are no lefts over,  
also during the production change. 

  
BAR CODE Previously printed with information such as EAN 13 code, or 

printed in real with the proper version of the machine, Mod. 
990 (see technical schedule “Machines mod. 990” ) 

 The tag has got a space left to apply: 
 -Weight-price label 
 -Coupon check of the “Origin Protected Association” (DOP-IGP) 

 
COMPARISON WITH  It’s inviolable and tamperproof 
EXISTING Traceability on every single product in production 
SYSTEM Don’t put into action the metal detector 
 Doesn’t get lost, it cannot be used twice 
 Doesn’t have lefts over 

It’s fasten in production without the possibility of adulterating 
the product anymore. 
It makes easy the warehouse management 
Lillosigillo substitutes the traditional plumb-bob according to 
expectations of EC legislation and note nr. 666.8/80.89/AG/179 
of Ministry of Health. 

 

 


